Abstract. At present, the detection and diagnosis of thyroid cancer has always been depend on the puncture cytology of thyroid gland. However, this method (the puncture cytology of thyroid gland) demands high accuracy of the instrument and costs may stay at a relative high level. Under this circumstance, aiming at solving this problem, our team comes up with a method, which is the thyroid cancer gene detection algorithm based on feature, to assist medical detection. The experiment of 100 genetic samples from DDBJ human gene bank shows that, the thyroid cancer gene detection algorithm based on feature selection ELM method can effectively improve the result of the thyroid cancer detection.
diagnosis period. Currently, the main machine learning methods are support vector machine (SVM), BP Neural Networks and Extreme Learning Machine (ELM). Generally speaking, SVM is usually used for pattern recognition , but only for two types of problems, the result of handling the multi types problem is relatively bad, which is very likely to produce sub-optimal solution; BP neural network is one kind of multilayer feedforward network which is trained based on error back propagation algorithm, however, this method costs long calculation time, and low learning rate; On the other hand, ELM, is widely used for classification of medical imaging and genetic data depends on its fast learning speed and classification accuracy rate in the biomedical field.
The Pretreatment of The Gene Data
For the sake of simplify the algorithm from time, space and calculation three aspects, the characteristic extraction of the obtained gene expression data is needed. The method is based on maintaining the gene expression feature, meanwhile, reducing the data size. After comparing the results of several characteristic extraction methods, the correlation analysis method is determined to be adapted. Correlation analysis means analyze two or more correlative variable elements, and measure how related these two variable elements are.
The Preparation For Gene Expression
Since the obtained gene expression data are all in the form of microarray, it's inconvenient to operate the data directly. To solve this problem, the microarray data should be transformed into matrix form, because matrix-form data make it easier for classification, transportation and summation.
Simultaneously, the obtained microarray gene expression data will be divided in to two classes, according to whether suffer from thyroid cancer or not. The two classes are named as cancer group and healthy group. Furthermore, the gene samples in the two groups will be separated into several size-equal panels. The Correlation Between Thyroid Cancer and Gene Expression Data All the panels in the two groups will be divided into sample pairs and obtain the correlation of the corresponding column vectors of the gene samples from each pairs. In this way, the correlation of the whole sample pairs can build a vector, simultaneously, all the vectors can be made as a matrix. Find the average of each column's element and obtain several vectors represent the correlation of the sample pair (which called ). Next, the panels in the healthy group will be divided in pairs, and obtain vectors which represent each panels' correlation coefficient according to the method mentioned above. (Which called ). Subtract and , obtaining the vector which represent the correlation between each gene expression data and thyroid cancer (which called . And then obtain the vector which represent the correlation between gene expression data and thyroid cancer using the method above according to the raw vector. Apply the sorting operation to the vector , remain the gene expression data that the correlation is greater than the threshold value, get rid of the other data, and complete the feature extraction of data. Step one：data preparation.
Step two：assume that the i-th column vector in the sample matrix of the cancer group is ，the i-th column vector in the sample matrix of the healthy group is .Then the equation can be obtained.
Step four：According to the formula （3） the vector which represent the correlation between the i-th correlation of the gene expression data and the thyroid cancer can be obtained.
Step five：Apply the sorting operation to the correlation value which obtained last step，and select the value according to the set threshold value, finally the feature value in the gene expression data can be found
Step six：Maintain the obtained feature data, get rid of the other data and find the characteristic gene expression data. 
The Auxiliary Diagnosis of Thyroid Cancer Based on the ELM and Gene Expression Data Training
First, apply the pre-experiment operation to the gene expression data, and then select the original matrix(OM) to obtain the characteristic matrix）（L1-7）.
Second，divide the CM samples from cancer and healthy groups into several sets randomly, entering the ELM and calculate, this process called training.
The classified data set can be obtained. First, characteristic extract the data, which is to be diagnosis according to the correlation extraction algorithm, and obtain the CM.
And then classify the trained categorical data, judging the gene expression data whether affected by thyroid cancer or not, if so, do the auxiliary diagnosis
Experiment Data
The gene expression data samples of the experiment are collected from NCBI gene bank. The form of the samples are microarray data. Finally, 20 diseased gene expression data and 2000 healthy gene expression data are collected for the experiment.
To simplify the calculation, the collected sample data will be transformed 1164*1164 digital matrix.
Result
The result of the experiment is tested by the five-fold Cross Validation. Simultaneously, to ensure the universality, the experiment has been carried out fifty time under the conditions that the parameters are same. And obtain the average of the fifty results as the final result of the experiment.
Under the conditions that parameters are varied, the accuracy of the auxiliary diagnosis is obtained as followed: 
Conclusion
Aiming at the problem: time-consuming, low speed and accuracy of the traditional computer-aided diagnosis method the main body of the paper talks about a new approach: the auxiliary diagnosis of thyroid cancer based on the correlation analysis. Using correlation analysis to extract the characteristic point in the DNA microarray which is related to the thyroid cancer, to reduce the matrix size. And using ELM for machine learning. The experiment shows that, using the correlation analysis method to deal with the DNA microarray, and using ELM for machine learning can effectively shorten the diagnostic period, and increase the success rate of the auxiliary diagnosis.
